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Λ Class of the Equations of Evolution in a Banach Space

By Hiroki TANABE

§ 0. Introduction

We consider in this note a special class of the equations of evolution

(0.1) du/dt = A(t)u+f(f)

in a Banach space under the Hypotheses 1°~4° described in §1. The
most restrictive one of these hypotheses is 4°, and so this type of
equations is modelled on parabolic differential equations. The existence
of the fundamental solution f/(ί, s) of (0.1) is known under Hypotheses
1°~3° only (T. Kato [2]). However, when Hypothesis 4° is also satis-
fied, we can construct the fundamental solution U(t, s) by another method
which makes it easy to deduce various properties of U(t, s). In con-
structing U(t, s), we use E. E. Levy's approximation method with respect
to the time variable.

In § 1, we consider the general theory of the present class of
equations and it is shown that 3£7(ί, s)/dt ( = A(t)U(ty s)) is a bounded
operator and its norm is bounded by C(t—s)'1 with some constant C. In
§2, perturbation theory is considered. The perturbing operator corre-
sponds to a lower order term in case of differential equations and satisfies
less restrictive condition about smoothness in time variable than A(t).
In § 3, we give an example and in § 4 we consider higher derivatives of
U(ty s) under a more restrictive assumption about the differentiability of
A(t) in t. Finally, in § 5 we consider a special case which includes the
case of a parabolic differential equation in the whole Euclidean space.

The author wishes to express his deepest thanks to Professors M.
Nagumo, K. Yosida and T. Kato for their kind advices and constant
encouragements during the preparation of this paper.

§ 1. The fundamental solution

We consider the equation of evolution

(1.1) dx(t)/dt = A ( t ) x ( t ) +/(*), a<t<b

and the associated homogeneous equation
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(1.10 dx(t)ldt = A(t)x(t).

Here the unknown x(t) is an element of a complex Banach space X
depending on a real variable t, while f ( t ) is a given element of X and
A(t) is a given, in general unbounded, additive operator in X, both
depending on t.

We denote by exp (tA) the semi-group of bounded operators which
has A as the infinitesimal generator, and by / the identical mapping.

Hypotheses 1°. A(t) is defined for a<Lt^b and is an infinitesimal
generator of some semi-group of bounded operators for each t.

2°. 1) The domain ® of A(t) is independent of /, 2) the bounded
operator B(t, s) = \I—A(t)~\.\_I—A(s)~}~1 is uniformly bounded for a<^s,
t<^b, 3) B(t, s) satisfies Lipschitz condition in / for every 5 in the
uniform operator topology.

3°. B(ty s) is strongly continuously differentiate in t for every s.
4° for each 5 and t with a^s^b and />0, (d/dt) exp (tA(s)) is a

bounded operator and there are positive constants C and t0 such that

\\(d/dt) exp (tA(s))\\ = \\A(s) exp (tA(s))\\ ^ C / t ,

for any 5 and
Regarding Hypothesis 4°,

Theorem. Under the Hypotheses 1°, 2° and 3°, Hypothesis 4° is
satisfied if and only if there exist positive constants Cl and TO such that
for every T with |T |^>T O and every s with a^s^b, we have

(1.2) ||((H-ιV)/-A(5))-1 | |^C1/|τ| .

The proof is quite the same as that of Theorem 1 in K. Yosida [5].
In order to simplify the notation, we shall write A(t) instead of

A(t)-L Then there are positive constants M and K such that for every
t, s and r,

(1.3) \\A(f)A(sΓl\\^M and \\(A(t)-A(r))A(s)-*\\<K\t-r\

We determine an operator R(ty s) so that

(1. 4) U(t, s) = exp ((/- s)A(s)) + Γexp ((t-τ)A(τ))R(τ9 s)dτ
Js

should be the fundamental solution of (1. 1'). As preparation, we shall
prove some lemmas.

Lemma 1.1. exp((t—s)A(s)) and (A(t\ — A(s)) exp ((t—s)A(s)) are uni-
formly bounded and strogly continuous in s and t simultaneously in

As t— s j 0, the latter tends to 0 strongly.
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Proof, exp ((t—s)A(s)) has a norm not exceeding one, so it is
uniformly bounded. By (1. 2) and (1. 3) we have

\\(A(t)-A(s)) exp (ΐ-s)A(s))\\ ^ \\(A(t)-A(s))A(sΓ1\\ \\A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))\\

Hence, this is also uniformly bounded. Next, we must prove that for
every x e X

exp ((t'-s')A(s')x-exp ((t-s)A(s))x -> 0 and

(A(t')-A(s')) exp ((t'-s')A(s'))x-(A(t)- A(s)) exp ((t-s)A(s))x -> 0

strongly as t'->t and s'->s. But, by the uniform boundedness of those
operators, we have only to prove the above convergence for every x e ®.
For x G 3), we have

||exp ((t'-s')A(s'))x-exp ((t-s)A(s^)x\\
rt'-** rt'-*>

= \ (d/dτ) exp (rA(s'))xdτ = I exp (rA(s')A(s')xdr
Jt-s Jt-s

^\t'-s'-t+s\M\\A(r)x\\

for any r with a^Lr ̂ b, And, we have

1 1 exp ((t-s)A(s'))x-exp ((t-s)A(s))x\\
5

(d/dσ){exp (σA(s')) exp ((t—s—σ)A(s))x}dσ

ϊ

exp (σA(s'))(A(s') — A(s)) exp ((^—5—σ)A(s))xdσ

(A(s')-A(s))A(sΓl as s s .

Thus, the strong continuity of exp ((t— s)A(s)) is proved. Next,

(A(t')-A(s')) exp ((t'-s')A(s'))x-(A(t)-A(s)) exp ((t-s)A(s))x
= (A(t')-A(s')-A(t)+A(s)) exp ((t'-s')A(s'))x

+ (A(t)-A(s)) {exp((t'-s')A(s'))x-exp((t-s)A(s))x} .

The norm of the first term does not exceed K(\t'—t\
The second term is equal to

\s'—s\)\\A(s')x\\.

(A(f)-A(s)) {A(s'Γ1 exp ((t'-s')A(s'))A(s')x-A(sΓ1 exp ((/- s)A(s))A(s)x]

= (A(t)-A(s))A(s'Γ1{exp((t'-s')A(s'))A(s')x-exp((t-s)A(s))A(s)x}

+ {(A(ί)-A(s))A(sfΓ1-(A(f)-A(s))A(s)-1} exp ((t-s)A(s))A(s)x.

According to the continuity of exp ((t— s)A(s)) proved above the first
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term of the right member tends to 0 as t'-^t and s'-*s. The conver-
gence to 0 of the second term follows from

= (A(t) - A(s})A(s) -l

for any fixed r with a<Lr^,b. The convergence of exp ((t— s)A(s)) to /
as t— s j 0 is easily seen. The last part of the lemma follows from

(A(t)-A(s)) exp ((t-s)A(s))x = (A(t)-A(s))A(sΓ1 exp ((t-s)A(s))A(s)x

for any x € ® and the uniform boundedness of the operator, (q. e. d.)
For the time being, we assume that R(t, s) is strongly continuous

in a<,s<it^Lb. Put

(1. 5) Uh(t, s) = exp ((t-s)A(s)) + ('""exp ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)dr ,
Js

for sufficiently small positive number h. The integral exists as Riemann
integral in the strong operator topology due to the strong continuity of
the integrand. Then, for any x € X, we have

(d/dt)Uh(t, s)x-A(t)Uh(t, s)x = exp (hA(t-h})R(t-h, s)x

) - A(τ)) exp ((ί - T) A(r))R(r, s)xdτ - (A(t) -A(s)) exp ((t-s)A(s))x.

If we know that (d/dt)Uh(t, s)x-* (d/dt)U(t, s)x and A(t)Uh(t, s)x
ί, 5>Λ;, we obtain by letting h tend to 0

(d/dt)U(t, s)x-A(t)U(t, s)x

= R(t, s)x- ^ (A(t)-A(τ)) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)xdτ
J 5

exp ((t-s)A(s))x

using Lemma 1.1. So, in order that U(t, s) should be the fundamental
solution of (1. 10, R(t, s) must satisfy the following integral equation :

R(t, S)- (A(/)-A(τ)) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)dτ-
(1. 6) Js

= (A(t)-A(s))evp((t-s)A(s)).

The above integral equation can be solved by the method of successive
approximation. We define R^t, s) = (A(t) — A(s))e χ p ( ( t — s ) A ( s ) ) and

Rm(t, s) = (A(t)-A(τ)) exp ((t-r)A(τ))Rm^(τ9 s)dr

,(/, τ)^m_,(/, s)dr , for m = 2, 3, ••• .
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In order to show that R(t, s) = Σ Rm(t, s) is really the desired solution

of (1. 6), we prove the following lemma.
00

Lemma 1. 2. y] Rm(t, s) is strongly continuous in s and t simultaneously
m=l

in a^s^t^b. The series converges in the uniform operator topology.

Proof. By Lemma 1. 1, we have \\R^(ty s) \\<^KC. If we have proved
that H^-iίί, s)\\<(KC)m-1(t-s)m-2/(m-2)l for some m^l, we have

\\Rm(t, s)\\

< (KC)m(r-s)m-2/(m-2)\ dr
Js

= (KC)m(t-s)m-1/(m-l)\

Thus, we obtain

\\R(t, 5)11 ̂  Σ \\Rm(t, s)\\^κc Σ (KC(t-s)Γ-Ί(m-D\
»ι=l m = \

= KCexp(KC(t-s))

R^t, s) is strongly continuous in 5 and t by Lemma 1.1. We assume
that Rm-!(t, s) is also continuous in the same sense. Let s, t, s' and V
be any positive numbers in the closed interval [#, b~\ satisfying s<^t
and \s' — s\<^η, \? — t\<^η for sufficiently small positive η. Then we
have, for any Λ Γ € Ϊ ,

Rm(f9 s')x-Rm(t, s)x

^ T^-ΛT> ^^^"(SΓ^SLX^ τ)R^(τ> s]xdτ

4- &(?, T^^ίr, 5θ-«ι(ί, τ)l?m-ι(τ, S))xdr .
s+v

The norm of the first and second term of the right member can be made
arbitrarily small by making η sufficiently small. The integrand of the
last term tends to 0 as t'-*t and sf-*s. With the help of the uniform
boundedness of the integrand, this implies the convergence to 0 of the
last term for any fixed η. Hence, Rm(t, s) is also continuous in the same

sense mentioned above. The series JΓ] Rm(t, s) converges uniformly with
m=ι

respect to 5 and t even in the uniform operator topology, so the sum
is also strongly continuous in 5 and t simultaneously. Consequently, it

follows that R(t, s)= Σ#m(ί, s) is really the solution of (1.6).
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Lemma 1.3. For any a^s<^τ<^tr^by we have

(1. 7) \\R(t, s)-R(r, s) || ̂  K,(t-τ)(t-sΓl^K2(t-sY(t-rY^ ,

where Kλ and K2 are positive constants independent of s, r and ty and p
is any positive number less than one and K2 depends on p.

Proof. R,(t9 s) - R,(r9 s) = (A(t) - A(r)) exp ((/- s) A(s)) + (A(τ) - A(s))
{exp((t—s)A(s)—exp((r—s)A(s))}. The norm of the first term is
bounded by KC(t— τ)(t— s)~\ As for the second term, it is equal to

(A(r)-A(s)) (d/dσ) exp (σA(s))dσ
Jτ-5

- (A(t)-A(s))A(sΓl Γ S A(s)2 exp (σA(s))dσ .
Jτ-s

And we have

I Γ
II Jr

(σA(s))dσ exp (2~lσA(s))2\\dσ

^ 4C"(/-τ)(/-ί)-1(τ-

Hence, we obtain

\\Rt(t, ί)-^(τ, s)|| ̂

defining K^ by the above equation. For general m, we have

Rm(t, s)-Rm(τ, S) = (*£,(/, σ)Rm^(σ, S)dσ- {' Rtf, σ )Rm^(σ, s)dσ
J s J s

Λf, σ)Rm.1(σ , S)dσ+ \Rtf, O-)-^(T, σ^R^.^σ, S) dσ .

The norm of the first term is bounded by (CK)m(t-s)"-2(t-r)/(m-2)l,
and hence by (CK)m(t-s)ί>+m-2(t-r)1-<'/(m-2)\ for any p with 0<χi.
The norm of the second term is bounded by

((m-2)\Γ1Γκι(t-r)(t-σ )-1(CK)m-1(°—s)m-2dσ
J s

^ (CK)m-1K1((m-2)\)-1

where we used the inequality (t— τ)(t— σ)'1^!, so by

K^KCΓ^Bip, m-l)(t-s)ί>+m-2(t-r)ί-p/(m-2)\ .

Hence, we obtain
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\\R(t, s)-R(r, 5)11 ^Ktf-rHt-s)-^ Σ {(CK)m(t-sr- /(m-2)\

for a suitable K2.

Lemma 1.4. ext((t—s)A(s)) is strongly differentiable is s and t and
exp ((/ — s)A(s)) is uniformly bounded in

Proof. For any x, we have

((t-s)A(s))x}

((t-s-h)A(s+h))x-exp ({t-s)A(s+h))x}

+ A-1{exp ((t-s)A(s + h))x-exp ((t-s)A(s))x] .

The first term is equal to

-rHexp (hA(s+h))-I) exp ((t-s-h)A(s+h))x

!

h
exp (σA(s + h))A(s+h) exp ((t-s-h)A(s+h))xdσ .

o

However,

exp (σA(s + h))A(s + h) exp ((t-s-h)A(s+h))x-A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))x

= exp(σA(s+h)){A(s + h)exp((t-s-h)A(s+h))x-A(s)exp(t-s)A(s))x}

+ (exp (σA(s+h))-I)A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))x,

and A(s+h) exp ((t-s-h) A(s+h))-A(s) exp ((ί- 5)^(5)) is uniformly
bounded as h—>Q. So, from its convergence to 0 on a dense subspace S),
we can conclude its convergence on the whole of 3L exp (σ A(s+h))— I
converges strongly to 0 as h j 0. Hence, as h \ 0, we have

exp (σA(s+h))A(s + h) exp ((t + s + h)A(s + h))x-*A(s) exp (tf-

Next, we consider the second term. First, we assume #e®. Then,

A'1 {exp ((t-s)A(s + h))x-exp ((t-s)A(s))x]

= h~l Γ S(d/dσ){exp (σA(s + h)) exp ((ί-5-σ)A(5))Λr}rfcr
Jo

Sα-*)/2
exp (σAίί+AWA-^Aίί+A)-^^)) exp ((t-s-σ)A(s))xdσ

t-s

S Cί-*V2

... ==/+//.
0
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I={* *
JCt-S~)/2

= -exp ((t-s)A(s+h))h-1(A(s+h)A(s)'1-I)x

+ exp ((t-s)A(s + h)/2)h-1(A(s+h)A(sΓ1-D exp ((t-s)A(s)/2)x
S A(s+h)exp(σ A(s+h))h-\A(s+h)A(sΓ1-I)exp((t-s--σ)A(s))xd<r.

The norm of the integrand of the last integral is bounded by
2CK\\x\\(t— s)"1, so it is uniformly bounded with respect to h. It is
easily seen that as A->0

A(s+h) exp (σA(s+h))h-l(A(s+h)A(sΓl-I}y ->

A(s) exp (σ AfcHA'φAίs)-1,?

for any fixed y and σ . Hence, we have

/-> -expίίί-^AίίWA'ίί)^)-1^

+ exp ((t-s)A(s)/2)A/(s)A(s)~1 exp ((/-5)A(5)/2)αr

+ Γ ^ ^4(5) exp (σΛ^))^7^)^^)-1 exp ((t-s-σ)A(s))xd<r
JC/-5V2

as Λ I 0.

Similarly, we get

as MO.

From the above proof, it is clear that

\\h-1{exp((t-s-h)A(s+h))x-ejφ((t-s)A(s))x}\\^ί(2K+2CK)\\x\\

for any x 6 ®. This enables us to remove the restriction x € S). Summing
up, we obtain

exp ((/-
= -A(s) exp ((ί-

+ exp (2-1(t-s)A(s))A'(s)A(sΓ1 exp
(1-8)

exp (σ^ )̂)̂ )̂̂ )̂-1 exp ((t-s-σ)A(s))xdσ

J Cί-sj

0
exp (σA(s))^l(5)A/(5)-1A(5) exp ((/-ί-

0

for any x € X. It is easily seen that the right member is strongly
continuous in s and / simultaneously in a^Ls<^t^b. The uniform
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boundedness of (d/dt+d/'ds) exp ((t— s)A(s)) follows immediately, In fact,
we have

(1. 9) || (d/td + d/ds) exp ((t-s)A(s)) \\ ̂  2ΛΓ(1 + C)

By Lemma 1 and 2, it follows that U(ty s) defined by (1. 4) is strongly
continuous in 5 and t simultaneously in a^s^t^h. For any t r G X ,
we have

A(t)Uh(t, s)x = A(t) exp ((t-s)A(s))x

exp ((t-r)A(r))(R(r, s)x-R(t, s)x)dr

exp ((t-r)A(r))R(t, s)xdr

+ {'~*(d/dr)(A(t)A(r)-1) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(t, s)xdr
Js

+ A(t)A(t-hΓl exp (hA(t-h))R(t, s)x

+ A(t)A(sΓ1 exp ((t-s)A(s))R(t, s) ,

where we used the strong continous differentiability of A(t)A(r)~l in T
which follows from the that of A(r)A(t)~\ By Lemmas 3 and 4, the
convergence of the third and fourth terms as h j 0 follows. Thus, letting
h tend to 0, we obtain

A(t)U(t, s)x = A(t] exp ((t-s)A(s))x

+ Γ A(t) exp ((t-*)A(r))(R(r, s)x-R(t, s)x)dτ
Jo

(1. 10) + (' A(t)A(r)-l(dldt+d/dr) exp ((ί-τ)A(τ))Λ(ί, s)xdr
J s

+A(t)A(sΓ1 exp ((ί-ί)il(ί))l?(ί, s)x

exp ((ί-τ)^(τ)).^(/, s)xdr-R(t, s)x .

Similarly, we obtain

(d/df)U(t, s)x = A(s) ext ((t-s)A(s))

(i ID

(d/dt + d/dr)exp((t-r)A(r))R(t, s)xdr + exp((t-s)A(s))R(t, s)x.

Γ A(r) exp W ί-

In deducing this relation, we use that Uh(t, s)x and (d/dt)Uh(t, s)x
converge uniformly in the wider sense in s<^t^b, which can be verified
easily. Using (1. 10), (1. 11) and (1. 6), we can verify directly the equality
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(d/dt)U(t,s)x = A(t)U(t,s)x for any # € & This relation is also easily
varified by noticing that (d/dt)Uh(t, s)x—A(t)Uh(t, s)x converges to 0 as
h I 0. From (1. 10) and (1. 11), it follows that (d/dt)U(t, s) or A(f)U(t, s)
is a bounded operator for s<^t whose norm does not exceed Hit — s)'1

with some positive constant H. Summing up, we obtain

Theorem 1. 1. The operator U(ty s) given by (1. 4) is strongly conti-
nuous in s and t simultaneously in a^s^t^b and strongly differentiate
in t for any fixed s in s<^t<^b. (d/dt)U(t, s) and A(t)U(t, s) are bounded
operators for s<^t and there hold the following equality and the initial
condition :

(1. 12) O/3/)ί/(ί, s) = A(t)U(t, s), C7(5, s) = 7,

i.e., U(t, s) is a fundamental solution of (1. 1). The operator U(t, s) satis-
fying the above conditions is determined uniquely, and for s^r^t the
following relation holds :

(1.13) U(t,s) = U(t9 r)U(r, s) .

There exists a positive constant H such that

||O/3/)E7(f, s)\\ = \\A(t)U(t, s)\\^H(t-s)-ι

for a^s<^t^b.

The uniqueness and the relation (1. 13) follows from Theorem 1 of
T. Kato [2]. Thus, U(t, s) constructed above is identical to the one
constructed by Kato. Hence, it follows that A(t)U(t, s)A(s)~l is uniformly
bounded and strongly continuous in a^,s<^t<^b. This also can be veri-
fied directly using (1. 10).

Next, we consider the inhomogeneous equation (1.1). If, for every
t, /(/) belongs to S) and A(r)f(t) is continuous in t for some r, the
solution x(t) of (1.1) in s^t<^b which satisfies the initial condition
x(s) = x is given by

(1. 14) x(t) - U(t,

(see Kato [2]). However, for Holder continuous f(t), we may drop the
assumption f(t) G® under our Hypotheses 1°~4°.

Theorem 1. 2. If x is any element of ΐ and f(t) is Holder continous
in

(1.15) \\f(t)-f(r)\\^F\t-r\\ F>0,
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then (1. 14) gives the solution of the inhomogeneous equation satisfying
the initial condition :

(1. 16) x(s) = x .

Proof. Here and hereafter, we denote the second term of the right
member of (1. 3) by W(t, s) :

(1. 17) W(t, S) = Γexp ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)dr ,
Js

It is clear that (a/8/) j' W(t, r)f(r)dτ = ̂  @/dt)W(t, τ)f(τ)dτ and

A(t) [W(t, τ)f(τ)dr = \Ά(t)W(t, r)f(r)dr, because both of the right mem-
J 5 Js

bers exist due to the uniform boundedness of the integrands. Next, as
in deducing (1. 10) and (1. 11), we obtain

(d/dt) Γexp ((t-r)A(r))f(r)dr = [' A(r) exp ((t-r)A(r))(f(r)-f(t))dr
J s Js

+ \ t ( d / d t + d/dr) exp ((t-r)A(r))f(t)dr + exp ((t-s)A(s))f(t)
Js

and

A(t) ('exp ((t-r)A(r))f(τ)dr = [ A(t) exp ((t-τ)A(τ))(f(τ)-f(t))dr
J s J s

+ ΓA(/M(τ)-'O/3ί + a/aτ) exp ((t-τ)A(r))f(t)dr
J s

- {' O/θTXΛίQAίr)-1) exp ((t-τ)A(r))f(t)dr
Js

-f(t) + A(t)A(sΓ1 exp ((t-s)A(s))f(t) .

Hence, both of the left members of the above equalities exist. By the
relation

*, r)f(τ)dτ-f(t)-A(t) C7(ί, τ)f(r)dr
Js

= U(t,t-h)f(t-h)-f(t),

the left member tends to 0 as h j 0. Summing up the above results, we
obtain the proof of the Theorem.

Theorem 1.3. //, for some s, ϊϊmίU(/-s) || (3/dt)U(t, s) IKjΓ1, then
the domain © of A(t)9 a^,t<^b, is the whole of X and A(t) is bounded
for every t with a^t<Lb.

Proof. This follows immediately from

limns(t-s)\\(d/dt)U(t, s)\\ = li
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and Theorem 10. 3. 6 of Hill and Philips [3] (in p. 311).
Next, we assume that similar hypotheses are satisfied by the adjoint

system {A*(ΐ)} : Hypotheses 1*. The domain of A*(t) is dense in the
adjoint space 36* of 36 (consequently, A*(t) is the infinitesinal generator
of a semi-group whose norm does not exceed one for each t). 2*. The
domain ®* of A*(t) is independent of t and the bounded operator B'(ty s)
= [_!— A*(t)~\{I— A*(s)^\~1 is uniformly bounded with respect to 5 and t.
B'(t, s) satisfies Lipschitz condition in / for every 5 in the uniform operator
topology. 3*. B'(t, s) is strongly differentiate in t for each 5 and (d/dt)

B'(t, s) is strongly continuous in t.
Combining 1* and Hypotheses 1°~4° about A(t), we can conclude

that for each 5 and t (3/3f) exp (tA*(s)) is bounded and satisfies the
inequality

(1. 18) 11(3/30 exp (tA*(s)) \\ = \\A*(s) exp (tA*(s)) \\ ̂  CΓ1 .

By our convention of notations about {A(t)}> A*(t) is replaced by
A*(t)—L Hence, with some positive constants M* and K*, we have

\\A*(t)A*(s)-*\\^,M* and
( ' 9) \\(A*(t)-A*(r))A*(sΓl\\^K*\t-r\

for each s, t and r.

We can construct the fundamental solution U'(t, s) of the adjoint
equation :

(1. 20) - (dlds)υ(s) = A*(s)v(s) + g(s) ,

as we did for the quation (1. 1). Namely, first we define R'(t, s) as the
solution of integral equation

R'(t, s) + Γ (A*(τ) - A*(s)) exp ((t-s)A*(s))R'(t, τ)dr
(1. ΔL) Js

ext ((t-s)A*(t)) .

R'(t, s) is represented as Rf(t, s) = J] R£(t, s), where R{(t, s) =

-exp((t-s)A*(t)) and

r)).^,^, r)dr,

for m=2, 3, •••. With the help of R'(t, s), we may define U'(t, s) by

(1. 22) U'(t, s) = exp ((t - s)A*(t)) + ί'exp ((τ-s)A*(r))Sf(t, τ)dr
J s
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It is easily seen that U'(t, s) defined above is the fundamental solution
of (1. 20) :

(1. 23) -(d/ds)U'(t, s) = A*(s)U'(t, s) and U'(t, t) = I .

As in the case of U(t, s), we can show the following two relations :

A*(s)U'(t, s) = A*(s) exp ((t-s)A*(t))

A*(s) exp ((r-s)A*(r))(R'(t, r)-R'(t, s))dτ

(1. 24) - θ/3τ)(A*(s)A*(τ)-1) exp ((τ-s)A*(τ))R'(t, s)dτ
Js

+ (tA*(s)A*(r)-1(-d/'ds-'dl'dr) exp ((r-s)A*(r))R'(t, s)dt-R'(t, s)
Js

+ A*(s)A*(tΓ1 exp ((t-s)A*(t))R'(t, s) ,

-(d/ds)U'(t, s) = A*(t)exp((t-s)A*(t))

+ Γ A*(τ) exp ((τ-s)A*(r))(R'(t, r)-R'(t, s))dr

(1 25)
-exp((t-s)A*(t))R'(t, s)

exp ((r-s)A*(r))R'(t, s)dr .

With the help of the above relations, we may prove the inequality :

(1.26)

with some positive constant H*.
For any x G X and #* G X*, we have

0 = Γ(O/3r)t7(r, 5)ΛΓ-A(τ)l/(r, S)ΛΓ
Js

, S)x, -(d/dr)U'(t, r)x*-A*(τ)U'(t, r)χ*)dr

= (X, C7*(ί, 5)JC*)-(Λ, t/'ίί, S)Λ*) .

Hence, we obtain

(1. 28) t/U 5) = E7*(f, ^)

i.e., the fundamental solution constructed above is normal in the sense
of S. D. Eidelman [1], and

(1. 29) -(dfds)U(t, s)x = U(t, s)A(s)x for x

(1. 30) (d/dt)U*(t, s)x = C7*(ί, s)A*(f)** for
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Hypothesis 4° is not necessary for deducing (1. 28)~(1. 30). By differen-
tiating both sides of U(ty s) = U(ty r)U(ry s) with respect to 5 and ty we
obtain &U(ty s)/dtds=(d/dt)U(t, r)(d/ds)U(ry s). Setting r=(t + s)/2> we
get

, s)/dtds\\ < 4HH*(t-sΓ2(1.31) || ί

Similar inequalities holds for A(t)/(dfds)U(t, s), A(t)U(t, s)A(s) and
(d/dt)U(ty s)A(s)y the last two of which have the unique bounded exten-
sons.

Lemma 1. 5. Under Hypotheses 1°~4° and 1*~3*, the unique bounded

S t
exp((t—τ)A(τ))R(τys)drA(s) is uniformly bounded in

Proof. First, we notice that

for

We have with s1 = (t+s)/2

Pexp ((t-τ)A(τ))(A(τ)-A(s)) exp ((t-s)A(s))dτA(s)x
Js

= I (SlA(r) exp ((ί-τ)A(τ))(/-A(τ)-lA(ί)M(ί) exp ((τ-s))xdr

I (' exp ((t-τ)A(τ))(A(τ)-A(s)) exp ((τ-s)A(s))drA(s)x \
\ Jsi I

and

exp((t-r)A(r))(A(r)-A(s))exp(2-l(r-s)A(s))A(s)
exp (2-'(τ

Hence, we get

exp((ί-τ)A
?

Let us assume that for some m^l we have

I j^exp ((t-r)A(r))Rm(r, s)drA(s)x

^K*m-*Cm+\±K+K*)(t-sΓ-l\\x\\l(m-l)\.

Then, we have
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I exp ((t — r)A(r))Rm+1(r, s))drA(s)x
Js

(T, ^R^σ , s)dσdτA(s)x

T, σ)dr(A(σ)-A(s)) exp ((σ-s)A(s))dσA(s)x

S t ct
\ exp((£ — rr)A(fr))Rm(ry σ)drA(σ)(I—A(σ)~lA(s))A(s)exp((σ

s J σ

Using the assumption of the induction we get

I j'exp ((t-r)A(r))Rm+1(r, s)d<rA(s)x |

^ ΓK^ m - l C m + \^K+K^)(t-σΓ- l K^C\\x\\l(m-V)\dσ
Js

Thus, we obtain

I 5'exp ((ί-r)A(τ))R(τ, s)drA(s)x

^ C2(4K + K*) exp (CK*(t -s))\\*\\- (q e d.)

By (1. 11) and (1. 29), we have

(d/Bt + d/ds)U(t, s) = (d/dt)W(t, 5)-('exp((ί-τ)A(τ))/?(τ, s)dτA(s).
Js

With the help of Lemma 1. 5, we obtain

Theorem 1.4. Under the Hypotheses 1°~4° and 1*~3*, Oldt)U(t, s)
) is uniformly bounded in a^s^t^b.

§ 2. Perturbation theory. In this article, we consider perturbation
theory under rather restrictive assumptions :

Assumption 1) A closed operator B(t) is defined in a^Lt^b, whose
domain contains the domain 2) of A(t).
2) A bounded operator B(t)A(s)~l is continuous in a^t^b for every s
in the uniform operator topology.
3) There exist positive constants d, C2, p^ί and λ<ίl such that

1 1 (B(Ϋ)-B(t)) exp (r A(5)) 1 1 < C2 \f - 1 \

for ^^ί, /', s<δ and τ>0.
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Under the above assumptions, we consider a perturbed equation

(2. 2) (djdt)x(t) = (A(t) + B(t))x(t)+f(t) .

The fundamental solution V(ty s) of the above equation is formally
given by the series :

(2. 3) V(t, s) = Σ Um(t, s) ,
w=0

where £/„(/, s) = U(t, s) and ί/m(f, 5)= Γ t/(f, cr)^)^-^, s)Ar, w = l, 2, ••• .
J.S?

C/w(ί, s) is also written in the following form :

(2. 4) Um(t, S) = Γ tk.Λf, <r)β(<r)£7(o , S)rfσ ,
Js

and we use this form mainly in the sequel.

Lemma 2. 1. For any t, t' and s in the closed interval [β, 6], we have

\\B(τ)U(t, 5)|| < C3(/-5)-Cl-pί

«ΪA constants C3 awJ C4 independent of t, t' T, σ and s.

Proof. By (2, 1),

\\R(t, s)\\dr = p-'C, sup ||J?(τ, s)\\(t-Sγ .

Similarly, we get \\(B(r)-B(t))W(t, σ)\\^C2\t' -t\ V^-^sup ||l?(τ, s)\\.

Lemma 2. 2. B(<r)U(t, s) is strongly continuous in σ, t and s simul-
taneously and strongly differentiate in t and the derivative satisfies :

(2. 6) (d/dt)B(<r)U(t, s) = B(<r)(d/dt)U(t, s) and

(2.7) \\(d/dt)BMU(t, s)\\<C7(t-sr~2,

with some constant C7 independent of t, s and σ.

Proof. We first consider the derivative of B(σ)Uh(ty s)x. For
we have

/, s)x-B(<r)UΛ(t, s)x}
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S t+Jt-h
B(σ) exp ((t + Δt-τ)A(r))R(τ, s)xdτ

t-h

Γ H(B(σ) exp ((t + Δt-r)A(r))-B(σ) exp ((t-r)A(r)))R(τ, s)xdτ .
«'s

The first term is easily seen to converge to B(σ)A(s)exp((t — s)A(s))x
as Δf-*0. It is also easy to show that the second term converges to
B(σ)exp(hA(t — h))R(t—h, s)x, if we remark that /z>0. Finally, we con-
sider the last term. For s<^r<^t—h, we have

)-exp((ί-τ)Λ(τ))}

-exp ((t-τ-h)A(τ)) exp (2~1hA(τ))}

J t+Jt-r-h
exp (rA(r))drA(τ) exp (2~lhA(τ))

t-r-h

Therefore

(2. 9) (Δ/)-1^^) exp ((t + Δt-r)A(r)) — B(σ) exp ((ί—τ)A(τ)}J?(τ, s)#

=B(σ ) exp (2-1A-A(τ))(Δί)-1 f'+' '~τ~* exp (M(r))Jr^(τ) exp (2'1
Jt-r-h

tends to

B(σ) exp (2~1hA(τ)) exp ((ί-r-A)^(τ))^4(τ) exp (2"1A^(τ))ie(τ, s)x

= B(σ)A(r) exp ((ί-τ)^l(τ))je(τ, s)x

for any fixed T in [5, /—A] as Δ£->0. Thus, we can conclude the con-

ί
t-h

B(σ)A(r) exp ((t — r)A(r))R(r9 s)xdr, if
5

we notice the uniform boundedness of the integrand which is implied
by the relation (2. 9). So, we have proved that

(d/dt)(B(<r)Uh(t, s)x) = B(<r)A(s)exp((t-s)A(s))x

= B(σ )(d/dt)Uh(t,s)x.

The middle member of the above equality is written as

B(σ)A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))x + B(σ) exp(AA(ί-A))l?(ί-A, s)x

kA(τ) exp ((t-r)A(r))(R(r, s)-R(t, s))xdτ

+ B(σ) O/3ί + 3/3τ) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(t, s)xdτ
Js

-B(σ) exp (hA(t-h))R(t, s)x

exp ((t-s)A(s))R(t, s)x .
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Noting that by Lemma 1. 3.

\\B(σ) exp (hA(t-h))R(t, s)x-B(σ) exp (hA(t-h))R(t-h, s)x\\

"-1 {KMt - sΓ1 + KJΐ-f\t - sf}

for sufficiently small p', we obtain the relation

O/dt)B(σ)U(t, s)x = B(σ)A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))x

+ B(<r) Γ^4(τ)e3φ((ί-τ)Λ(τ))(12(τ, s)-R(i, s))xdr

+ B(σ) O/af + a/aT)exp((f-T)4(T))fli/, S)xdτ
•Js

+ B(σ) exp ((t-s)A(s))R(i, s)x

=B(σ)(d/dt)U(t, s)x

We estimate each term of the right member of the above equality :

\\B(σ )A(s)exp((t-s)A(s))x\\

-1(t-s)A(s))\\ \\A(s) exp (2-*(t - s)A(s))\\ \\x\\

r-2 \\x\\.

\\B(σ) A(τ)esp((t- r)A(τ))(R(rt s)-R(t, s))xdr\\
J s

^ (' \\B(σ) exp (2-1(t-r)A(r))A(r) exp (2-1(ί-τ)A(τ))(/?(τ, s)
Js

-R(t, s))x\\dτ^\tC1(2-1(t-r))''-*C(2-1(t-'r))
Js

τ(t-sy'(t-<rγ->'} \\x\\dr

-p'Γ(t-sY} \\x\\ .

As for the third term, the uniform boundedness of (t — r)l-p\\B(σ )(3/3t
+ 3/3τ) exp((^— r)A(r))\\ which is easily verified proves that the term in
question is bounded by const. (t — s)p \\x\\. It is immediately seen that
the last term is bounded by const. (t — s)*'1 \\x\\. Thus, we have proved
the lemma.

Lemma 2.3. For any m^l, we have

(2. 10) || Um(t, s) || ̂  {C9Γ(P)(t-sr}m/Γ(l+mp) ,

(2. 11) \\B(σ)Um(t, s)\\ < {CzΓ(P)(t-sγΓ^/Γ((m + l)p)(t-s)

The above inequalities are easily obtained by induction.
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Lemma 2.4. We have with sl = 2~\t + s)

(d/dVUtf, S) = Γ A(σ)exp((t-σ )A(<r))(B(σ)-B(t))U(σ; s)dσ
JS1

+ Γ (d/dt + d/dσ)exp((t-<r)A(σ))B(t)U(σ, s)dσ
Jsi

+ exp(2-1(t-s)A(s1))B(t)U(s1, s)
(2.12) f *

exp((t-σ)A(σ))B(t)(d/dσ)U(σ, s)dσ
i

lA(σ) exp ((t-<r)A(<r))B(σ )U(σ, s)dσ

, <r)B(σ)U(<r, S)d<r,

A(t)U,(t, s) = A{t)exp((t-σ)A(σ))(B(σ)-B(t))U(σ, s)d<r

exp ((t-σ)A(σ ))B(t)U(<r, s)dσ

-B(t)U(t, s) + A(t)A(s1Γ
1exp(2-1(t-s)A(sl))B(t)U(t, s)

(2. 13) + £ O/^UW-Aίβ )'1) exp ((t-σ)A(σ))B(t)U(σ, s)dσ

+ [ A(t)A(σ Γ1 exp ((t-σ)A(σ ))B(t)(d/dσ)U(σ, s)dσ
t

A(t) exp ((t-σ)A(σ))B(<r)U(σ,
s

+ \Ά(t)W(t, σ)B(σ)U(<r, s)dσ .
J s

where C5 and C6 are constants independent of t and s.
The deduction of the above relations is tedious and troublesome, but

no special technique is needed. So we omit the proof.
The following two lemmas are easily proved by induction.

Lemma 2.5. For m^>l, we have

(2. 15) (3/3ί)t7m(ί, s) = J^O/aOEk-Λ/, σ)B(σ)U(<r, s)dσ

(2. 16) A(t)Um(t, s) = ^ A(t)Um.,(t, <r)B(σ ) U(σy s)dσ .
Js

There hold the following inequalities :
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(2. 17) ||(3/3f)£/m(f, 5)|| ̂  Cs(C3Γ(p)(t-sγr/C3Γ(mp)(t-s) ,

(2. 18) \\A(t)Um(t, s)\\^ C6(C3Γ(p)(t-srr/C3Γ(mP)(t-s) .

Lemma 2. 6. F0r m 2> 1, ^^ /z# ## //z# following relations :

(2. 19) (d/dt)Um(t, s) = A(t) Um(t, s) + B(t)Um-1(t, s) .

Using the lemmas proved above we can conclude that the series (2. 3)
converges in the uniform operator topology and that V(t, s) is strongly
continuous in / and 5 simultaneously in a^s^t^b. Furthermore, we
can operate 3/3f, A(t) and B(t) term by term, and V(t, s) is shown to
be the fundamental solution of the equation (2. 2). Thus, we have

Theorem 2. 1. Under the assumptions 1), 2), 3) on B(t), the operator
V(t, s) defined by the formula (2. 3) gives the unique fundamental solution
of the equation (2. 2) with the following properties :

(2. 20) V(t, s) is strongly continuous in t and s simultaneously in
a<s^t^b,

(2. 21) V(t, r) = V(t, s)V(s, r) for r<s<t,

(2.22) | |(3/3fWf, s)\\^H1(t-sΓ\ \\A(t)V(t, s)\\ ^ H2(t-s)~l

with certain positive constants H19 H2 and H3 independent of t and s.

§ 3. Example. As an example, we consider a parabolic differential
equation with real coefficients :

3w(ί, x)/dt = Σ «, y(Λ x)&u(t, xVdXf'όXj

(3. 1)
+ Σ W, x)du(t, x)/3xi + c(ty x)u(t, *)+/(*, x)

in a bounded domain x G G and a^t^b. We assume that
I) 30fV (f, α;)/3ί (/, j = l, •••,«) are continuous in Gx[^, 6],
II) aχv(ί, Λ)/3^3^, 3Λίy(ί, x)/dxk, dbi(t, x ) / d x k , b,(ty x) and c(t, x)
are continuous in G x [<z, έ] and Holder continuous in t continuous
in G x \a, V}.

We put Di =
 /d/'dxi, i = l,—,n, A(t) =

and B(t) = Σ *X^ x)D{ + c(t, x) .

We consider the following functional spaces in G :
CΠG) ' the set of all complex-valued infinitely differentiable functions
with compact support in G.
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U (G) : the set of all complex-valued squarely integrable functions in G.
Hm : {u\ue L2(g) the distribution derivative D*u G L2(G) for every a
with \oL\^m}.

//! : the closure of C^(G) in H^ .

According to Nirenberg [4], A(t) — λ/ maps H1r\H2 onto L2(G) in
one-to-one way for sufficiently large real number λ for every t G [#, b~\.
By considering e~λtu instead of u, we may assume that A(t) itself has
this property.

As preparation we consider an equation with sufficiently smooth
coefficients independent of t.

Λ = Σ aίJ(x)D{Dj+ Σ bi
ί,/=ι 1=3

Lemma 3. 1. For some real number oί, we have

(3. 2) Πm x/frTIl Dg((a+ \/^ϊτ)/- AΓ1 II < oo .
|T|f oo

Proof. We use notations in K. Yosida [6], pp. Ill and 112. For a
pair (r, w\ \r\>2m2β, satisfying

) I < V \ τ \ - n f β \ \ w \ \ I M L ,

we have

( | τ | -m2β) |M|2-m/3 ||tι;||; < v / K I -m2β \\w\\ \\w\\l9

which implies >/"|τ| — mlβ \\w\\ ̂  V2^β + l l l ^ l l i Thus, for such a pair
(T, w) we have

=l r)I-A)w, w)\ ^(δ-

(\π \-m2β)^2(2mβ^lΓ1/2\\w\\ \\w\\,.

Thus (3.2) is proved.

Lemma 3. 2. Let Tt be the semigroup with A as its infinitesimal
generator. Then DfTt is bounded and

f J O

Proof. The representation of Tt :

Ttu = (2τriΓ1 ext(\I-AΓlud\, u eΦOA), ί>0,

where the integration is performed along the path
(see K. Yosida [5], p. 339), together with the above lemma gives the
proof of the present lemma.
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is independent of / and it is clear from the above
assumptions and lemma and the results given in K. Yosida's papers
that the Hypotheses given in § 1 are all satisfied. If we consider B(t)
as a perturbing operator, then B(t) also satisfies the assumptions given
in § 2. Thus we can construct the fundamental solution U(t, s) for the
equation (3. 1) and that of its adjoint equation and they satisfy the
estinates given in the corresponding theorems. We do not discuss here

whether the solution U(ty s)φ+ I U(t, σ)f(σ)dσ corresponding to the initial
J s

data φ and the right member / is a classical one of the mixed problem.

§ 4. Successive derivatives of U(ty s). We consider here successive
derivatives of the fundamental solution U(ty s) under the more restrictive
assumptions about the smoothness of A(t)A(s)~1.

Lemma 4.1. (d/dt + d/ds) exp ((t-s)A(s)) converges strongly to 0 as
t-slO.

Proof. Because of the uniform boundedness of the operators we
have only to show its convergence to 0 on S). This convergence follows
from

(d/dt + d/ds) exp ((t-s)A(s))x

(σA(s))A/(s)A(sΓ1 exp ((t-s-σ)A(s))A(s)xdσ .

We assume that A(t)A(s)'1 is twice continuously differentiate in t
in the uniform operator topology for every s.

Lemma 4.2. (d/dt + d/ds) Rtf, s) and (d/dt + 3/3s)2 exp ((t- s)A(s))
are uniformly bounded and the former tends strongly to 0 as t — s j 0.

Proof. From the relation

tf, s) = (A(t)-A(s))A(sΓ1exp((t-s)A(s))

+ (A(t)-A(s))(d/dt + d/ds) exp ((t-s)A(s)) ,

We can prove the uniform boundedness of the former. Its convergence
to 0 as t—s I 0 can be proved as in Lemma 4. 1. The uniformbounded-
ness of the latter is also proved similarly.

Lemma 4. 3. R(t, s) is twice continuously differentiate strongly in t
for every s and the derivatives satisfy the estimates :
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We omit the tedious proof of the above statement.
Under the assumptions made in this article, we can write the

derivatives of U(t, s) as follows (sί = (t + s)/2) :

(d/dt)U(t, s) = A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))+ A(τ) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)dr
Js

+ Γ (d/di + d/dτ) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(τ, s)dr
JS1

+ exp((t-s1)A(s1)R(s1, s) + (' exp((t-r)A(τ))(d/dτ)R(τ, s)dr .

(d/dtγU(t, s) = A(s)2exp((t-s)A(s))

+ (SlA(τγ ext ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)dτ
Js

+ Γ O/3ί + a/3τ)2exp ((t-τ)A(r))R(τ, s)dτ
JSl

+ O/8ί+a/3s1) exp ((t-sJAis^R^, s)

+ 2 Γ O/3/ + 3/3τ) exp ((t-r)A(τ))(d/dr)R(r, s)dr
Jsi

J exp ((t-sJWSi, s) + exp ((/-ί.MfeWO/as,)^,, s)

exp ((f — r)Λ

Similar formulas are obtained for A(t)2U(t, s), (d/dt)(A(t)U(t, s)) and
A(t)(d/3t)U(t, s). Thus we obtain

Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions made above (d/3t)2U(t, s ) ,
A(t)2U(t, 5), (3/dt)(A(t)U(t9 s)) and A(t)(d/dt)U(t, s) exist and their norms
are bounded above by HJ(t — s)2 for some positive constant H±. If Hypothesis
1*~3* for {A*(t)} are satisfied, then

O/a*)2O/9s)C/(i, s)9 (d/'dmc)/'dsYU(t, s), (d/3t)2U(ty s)A(s),
(d/dt)U(t, s)A(s)\ (d/dt)2U((t, s)A(s)2 etc.

all exist and satisfy the similar estimates as above.
When A(t)A(s)~l is differentiate more times, we can obtain similar

results for the higher derivatives of U(ty s) than two.

§5. We consider a special case where each commutator A(t)A(s)
— A(s)A(t) satisfies the following conditions :

I) (A(t)A(s)-A(s)A(t))A(sΓlA-1 is bounded where A may be taken
as one of A(t), a^t^b,
II) for some positive constants N and λ<Ξll.
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In this case we may replace the differentiability of AWAis)'1 in
Hypotheses 2° and 3° by its Holder continuity in t with exponent λ :

\\(A(f)-A(t))A(s)^\\^K(tr-tY' for a<sy t, t'<b.

Under these assumptions, we can construct the Green operator U(t, s)
and the auxiliary operator R(t, s) just in the same way as in § 1.

Lemma 5.1. For a^s^Lt^b, we have

with some constant Q. Moreover, \\A(t)R(t, s)\\ is bounded and with some
constant C2

Proof. \\R1(t,s)\\ = \\(A(t)-A(s))A(sΓ1A(s)exp((t-s)A(sm
By induction, we can prove \\Rm(t, s)\\^(CKΓ(\)Γ(t-s)mλ~1/Γ(^^ And

|| = \\A(t)A(sΓ1A(s)(A(t)~A(s))exp((t-s)A(s))\

i l {\\(A(t)-A(s))A(s)exp((t-s)A(s))\\

\\(A(t)A(s)-A(s)A(t)) exp ({t-s)A(s))\\}

Similarly, \\A(t)Rt(t, s)\\^Ki(t-s)*~2 for 2^i^m0 where m0 is the least
natural number satisfying m0λ— 2> — 1. By induction, it follows that
for m = l, 2, •••

1 1 A(t)RmQ+M(t, s)\\^ KmΓ(mQ\ - 1) (KCΓ(\)γ*(t - s)^+">»

q. e. d.
Using the above lemma, we obtain

(d/dt)U(t, s) = A(s) exp ((t-s)A(s))+R(t, s)

exp ((t-r)A(r))A(r)R(r, s)dr+ (^ A(r) exp ((t-r)A(r))R(r, s)dr ,

A(t)U(t, s) = A(t)exp((t-s)A(s))

-1 exp ((t-r)A(τ))A(r)R(r, s)dr

exp ((t-τ)A(r))R(r, s)dr .

We have \\(d/dt)U(t, s)\\ = \\A(t)U(t, s)\\ ^H/t-s with some positive
constant H as in the previous case.

(Received September 15, 1959)
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